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emdoneniCatnews
From the Editor’s desk....

Chat to us online

EAGLE ACCIDENT

A long crested eagle was hit on the main 
road (N2) and the owners were called to 
help.  The poor bird was hit badly and we 
took it in to care for.  What an amazing bird 
to see so close up.  After a visit to the vet 
for a thorough evaluation to speed up his 
recovery, he started to eat and we were 

thrilled that he soon showed good signs of 
getting better.  After a few days we moved 
him into a bigger, closed enclosure until 
he was ready to leave.  He fl ew out of the 
enclosure into a tree close by, sat there for 
a couple of hours until the sun started to 
go down, then he fl ew off into the big blue 
sky.  We were fi lled with emotions of much 
joy and happiness and were blessed to have 
the few days with him.

As the Christmas season approaches, there is always so much 
activity and personal business to attend to that it is easy to forget 
to thank our valued guests, like you, for your business, partnership 
and belief in us.

The holiday season offers us a special opportunity to extend our 
personal thanks to all of you, and our very best wishes for the future.

Our business is a source of pride to us and with visitors like you, we 
fi nd running Emdoneni Lodge, each day, a rewarding experience!

 We wish you all the best for 2015. Happy Holidays!

 Sincerely, Louis & Cecillie Nel & Team

CREEPY CRAWLIES
While cleaning out the cat enclosure we 
came across two very interesting caterpillars 
which we have identifi ed as a peach moth 
larva with very bright yellow coloration. The 
other caterpillar was a hawk moth larva.

BIRD SPECIES LIST
Emdoneni guides have started a bird species 
list and have already confi dently identifi ed 
112 species with many more to come.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
At this time of the year we have the 
volunteers back to help us out with some of 
the duties around the cat project; cleaning 
enclosures, bush clearing and assisting with 
fence maintenance. We really do appreciate 
the help they give us as well as sponsoring 
extra material to build new enclosures and 
other maintenance materials.  We also want 
to thank Thomas and Shona from Volunteer 
Eco-Students Abroad for arranging the 
donations towards the procurement of Raine 
& Summer. We cannot thank you enough!

The Long Crested Eagle in recovery

We at Emdoneni are 
also proud members 

and supporters of  the 
Endangered Wildlife Trust.

Best Wishes from the Nel Family and all the Cats!
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Juba has always been the friendliest 
cheetah we’ve known, always allowing 
people to spend enough time with him, as 
well as tolerating all the ‘selfies’ people 
want to take.  He is such a relaxed cat and 
loves all the interaction and attention from 
the guests.  When it comes to children and 
disabled people Juba shows them how 
loving he can be by purring away and this 
shows how loveable this species really 
is. Cheetah are not fighters but loving 
animals.  Maybe that is also why they battle 
to survive in nature.  We might be seeing 
a change between the brothers when it 
comes to being the dominant cat, as it looks 
as if Juba is finally showing his brother he 
can also take a turn to rule the roost.

Skye is the less dominant one of the 
brothers, getting picked on by his brother 
Shadow on a daily basis. Besides that he 
still enjoys playing with his brother and the 
easy hunt of duikers visiting the enclosures.

Shadow is the dominant male of the 
younger brothers so he spends most of his 
day bullying his brother or spying through 
their fence to get a better look at what the 
big boys, Moya and Jubu, are doing.  

  Cheetah
Raine & Summer
At last our dream came true… after a 
year of searching for female cheetah...  
Raine and Summer were born at 
another breeding centre.  They were 
part of a litter of 3 cubs and were born 
during the first summer rains. (You will 
understand now how we decided on 
their names). Raine is the older sister 
with a brother in between and Summer 
is the younger sister of the litter.

Raine - What a different little cheetah!  
As their human parents we have seen 
from the 2nd week that she has a no-
nonsense personality. She definitely 
shows that female cheetah are totally 
different from the males.  She loves 
to attack us from behind with a few 
nips which can progress to biting.  We 
are trying to get her out of this bad 
habit but, oh boy,  she gets so upset! 
Growling at us and showing at a young 
age who is the cheetah and who is the 
human.  If she carries on like this we 
will have to limit interaction with her 
and only keep her for breeding. Raine is 
otherwise a magnificent beauty, higher 
on the legs and slightly bigger than her 
sister. She loves her food and her milk 
bottle, always finishing her food first 
and begging for more.

Summer is a real little sweetheart.  She 
likes to hug and to cuddle and to look you 
straight in the eyes as if she wants to tell 
you that she loves you… Summer enjoys 
the fun and games with her instigator sister 
and often gets in trouble due to her sisters 
bad influence, like chewing the carpets and 
furniture in the house when they come 
in after a day in their enclosure.  Human 
mommy does not want to let them sleep 
outside, as yet… but sadly the day will 
come when they are big enough and must 
leave the house.

Moya is still the dominant male out of the 
two brothers and shows his brother Juba, 
who is who in this zoo! Although dominant, 
he will still tolerate most people in the 
group interacting with him but as top cat 
he only allows it for a while and then struts 
off  -  showing the world that he is the man!  
Moya is also enjoying the new type of 
jungle gym structure in the enclosure where 
he can now climb up to mark his territory 
and overlook the surroundings.

Raine Summer

Moya

Skye

Shadow
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Welcome to all new parents.  We really value your support!

OCTOBER 2014

Name Cat Adopted Period 

Sandy Teufel   Juba One year
Maddie Tourtlotte  Apple One year
Thothadri Family  Shadow One year
Danie & Vernonica Barnardo  Ruby One year
Virginia saunders  Noah /Diego One year
Vickie Znorski  Ruby One year
Trish Shaw  Noah    Life
Judith Thatcher  Cinnamon One year
Ruth Bourn & Anthony Treble Savannah One year

NOVEMBER 2014

Mark & Sue Gayther  Cinnamon Life
Ramsy Family Apple Life
John Lawrance & Adele Marvo Raine Life
Christian Zogg Noah One year

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE

L IKE OUR FACEBOOK PAGE 
https://www.facebook.com/emdonenilodge

Don’t forget to inform us of any changes in your mail address.

Let us know if you do not receive your 
certificate or membership card.

We have tested Moya and Juba and 
unfortunately not good news… both are 
sterile.  But we still love them, adore them 
and will never ever treat them differently.  
In our books they are still the most precious 
cheetah males and true ambassadors for 
our project.

Shadow and Skye tested well but are still 
a bit young… and hopefully in 3 years will 
breed with Raine and Summer.

Zera at the breeding centre

Above and left:  Autumn at the breeding centre

Dr Mike Toft testing the boys

Juba

Zera & Autumn - Both our females are 
visiting other boys at another breeding 
centre.  They are on a breeding loan to 
hopefully breed with other males. We miss 
them so much but are in contact with 
them daily.  Autumn has allowed one very 
handsome male with her so we are all 
very excited. Please pray with us for our 
own cheetah cubs.  This is a long-standing 
dream…
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Bar-One

DiegoCaracal 
Bar-One has been a very busy cat for the 
lastt wo weeks covering Lulu. He’s a bit 
beaten up, so he hasn’t really been jumping 
for his meat. Now that the job is done we 
can finally take guests into his enclosure to 
get a closer look at the beautiful cat he is.

Lulu had a long two weeks with Bar-
One bothering her so she seems to be 
exhausted!  Now she is spending most of 
her time in the tree trying to escape him. 
When it comes to feeding she still waits 
patiently for Bar-One to snatch his food 
first.

Max - At the moment he has been separated 
from Pop-Eye as she gave birth to one kitten 
a couple of days back. Max, as the oldest 
male caracal we have, still needs lots of 
attention from the guides on a daily basis. 
He loves a good scratch on the head every 
now and then but we should not overdo 
our stay. Max also had the opportunity of 

Max

catching an ibis some time ago, showing 
that age does not matter and that he’s still 
got natural hunting instinct.

Pop-eye - after being covered by Max 
secretively, two months down the line she 
has given birth to a beautiful kitten. She 
is still going strong, raising it to her best 
ability, again showing that having one eye 
cannot hold her back. She spends most of 
her day looking after her offspring. We built 
her a breeding box but she has decided that 
digging burrows is the more natural way of 
doing things.

Ruby  is one of Pop-eye’s last babies that 
was born here at Emdoneni, and after a long 

time of contemplating whether we should 
release her or not, we’ve decided to keep 
her here for breeding.  Diego is longing for 
a beautiful wife and we have already seen 
the ‘cat flirting’ from his side. Ruby is really 
a very sweet and adorable little cat, not to 
mention her beauty - she has the longest 
ear tufts we have ever seen and deep blue 
eyes.

Diego is always hissing and showing guests 
he is boss when it comes to feeding time. 
He is jumping like a real star for his food 
and is very proud of himself as he jumps 
the highest of the caracals.  Diego is also 
a beautiful cat, lighter in colour and with 
immense strength.  We cannot wait to see 
the family Diego and Ruby will create in the 
future.

Savannah, one of Lulu’s last offspring, 
grew into a very popular cat.  She is now 
totally independent and no longer needs 
her mother’s help. She has learned to jump 
for her meat as it comes over the fence. We 
will also keep Savannah for breeding with 
either Max or Diego.  

Lulu

Pop-Eye with her baby

Ruby

Savannah
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Apple (and above)

CinnamonGrumpy

Michael

African Wild Cat
Michael - Being the old man of the 
project, Michael is very relaxed where he is, 
although he gets shifted around by Grumpy, 
the female that shares the enclosure with 
him. Michael tries to match himself up with 
Khaya the male next door, showing that his 
fighting spirit is still there. When it comes 
to feeding time he shows the best manners, 
allowing Grumpy to eat first - well, it’s not 
like he actually has a choice!

Grumpy is one of the old female cats of 
the project. Probably the most dictating 
or aggressive of them all, hence the name 
she was given. She still shows our visiting 
guests who is boss by sorting out both 
males - leaving a broad smile on the guests’ 
faces…

Khaya - At the moment he is by his 
lonesome self in the enclosure so has the 
whole space to rule by himself. Still quite 
the greedy cat when it comes to feeding, 
he snatches his food from your hand and 
devoures the chicken as fast as he can 
proving to guests his no domestic cat but 
rather a real African wild cat!

Houdini - After a few good years with our 
precious little angel, Houdini sadly passed 
away BUT left us with 2 of her babies to 
carry on her legacy. Houdini was quite a 
character and will be remembered by all her 
regular escaping tricks.

Khaya

Houdini

Apple and Cinnamon are our two new 
kittens, born from Houdini.  Apple is the 
female and brown in colour and absolute 
loves and craves attention.  She is quite a 
beauty and we are so happy to have her!  

Cinnamon is a darker grey colour and 
another lovable little caracter.  Always 
hungry, (typical male) and I think he cannot 
wait to take on the older boys in the African 
wildcat family. 
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Jane

Cassidy

Spotty

Mafuta

Noah

Serval
Jane and Spotty are two of the old Gogos, 
(a Zulu name for old ladies). They are 
slowly but surely getting ready for the wild. 
Always hissing at people and never eating 
in front of the guest are all good signs. Both 
funnily enough also spend most of their 
time high up in the tree in order to avoid 
the human contact during the day. This is 
typical behavior of a wild Serval, to avoid 
predators. Besides spending most the time 
in the tree we have also noticed over the 
last two months that they definitely still 
have natural instinct to catch or go for 
anything that moves. Let’s put it this way, 
anything wild that enters the enclosure 
doesn’t leave the enclosure… So be aware, 
if you are wild, do not enter.

Noah is the oldest male Serval in the 
project and the ‘Alpha’ male.  He is a bit of 
a bad boy and often enjoying the females’ 
attention. He also loves the guests attention 
and still quite happily eats in front of us. 
Soon we might have to put him on a diet 
seeing that he has a bad habit of stealing 
food or taking more than one piece at a 
time.

Sheila is about the same age as the other 
adults although she has chosen a different 
path by giving and receiving affection 
from guests instead of going wild like the 
other females we have. So she will stay for 
breeding and interaction. As soon as she 
goes into season we will give Noah the first 
chance of mating. If you thought dogs play 
fetch better than cats, think again, because 
this is one of Sheila favourite games to play 
with guests, showing off her speed and 
agility.

Cassidy and Cennessa are two of the 
younger servals we have at the project 
which we’ve decide to keep for interaction 
and breeding in the future. These two can 
never get enough attention from guests, 
always approaching the guests as soon as 
they enter the enclosure leading them to 
the ball or a piece of string for them to be 
entertained. About two weeks ago one of 
our guides had seen Cassidy trying to kill a 
massive snouted cobra, which was actually 
found dead a day ago in Cennessa’s 
enclosure, very good for guests to see that 
even by being hand raised these cat are 
born with that natural instinct to hunt.

Sheila

Cennessa

Mafuta is the older brother of Cassidy and 
Cennesa.  He has the bad habit of tricking 
people into thinking that he wants you to 
touch him, stroking up against you, but with 
a total hidden agenda. He will grab onto 
an item and really goes for the kill – total 
destruction! Due to the fact that he does 
not let go of stolen items and that he has 
on the odd occasion hurt a guest, (maybe 
not intentionally), we cannot allow him to 
interact. We have isolated him in his own 
enclosure to start preparing him for release 
in early 2015. As he waits, he struts his stuff 
by walking up and down very elegantly. 


